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The Technology is likely to have the greatest impact on the future of the

world economy has arrived, and it’s not self- driving cars, solar energy,

or artificial intelligence. It’s Called the block chain. Given the promise

and peril of such a disruptive technology, Many firms In the financial

industry, from bank and insurers to audit and professional service firms,

are investing in block chain solutions. What is driving this deluge of

money and interest ? Most firms cite opportunities to reduce friction

and costs. After all, most financial intermediaries themselves rely on a

dizzying, complex, and costly array of intermediaries to run their own

operations. Santander, a European bank, put the potential savings at

$20 billion a year Capgemini, a consultancy, estimates that consumers

could save up to $16 billion in banking and insurance fees each year

through block chain-based application. www.forextradecapital.com

Global Economy & The Future



The traditional way in which entrepreneurs and 

investors have worked in the internet forex market is 

different from the currency of one country. It is a huge 

Network where the currency of the country is traded.
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Forex ( Foreign Exchange)

 Forex market is the most large financial market. Around 

$7 trillion is changing every day globally.

 Which is more than three times the sum of American stocks 

and the government bond market.

 Derivanal market for more then 20 years.

 The ftives in the intestinal market add up to $6 trillion a day.
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What is Forex Trading?

Forex, also Known as foreign exchange or FX Trading is the conversion of one 

currency into another.it is one of the most actively traded markets in the 

world, with an average daily trading volume of $5 trillion
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Our Adventages

Best Trade in Market

Best Chart Analyzer

Best Timing

Best Profit
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Why FX TRADE ?

Earn upto 200% on investment

100% Decentralized

Zero Percent Risk

Passive Income

Starting with 100$
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Free
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Our Packages



ROI Income

Monthly 5 to 10%

Monthly upto

Double
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Level Income 

1st 20%

2nd 10%

3rd 5%

4th 3%

5th 2%

6th 1%

7th 2%

8th 3%

9th 4%

10th 5%

Level Income (ROI 

Note: 1 Direct Required In Each Level
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Sr.no Business Reward 

1st $5K Mobile Android

2nd $10K Laptop or 300$

3rd $40K Mac book or 500$

4th $70K Bullet or 1500$

5th $1.5Lac Kwid Car or  3100$

6th $3Lac Swfit Car or 6250$

7th $7Lac Tata Nexon or13k$

8th $15Lac Verna Top Model or 31K$

9th $40Lac Grand Villa or 125k$

Team Business Reward
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50% Business From One Leg and 50% Business From Other legs.



Sr.no Direct Reward 

1st $500 Android Watch 

2nd $1000 Android Mobile 

3rd $5000 Laptop

4th $10000 Bike

Bonanza offer
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Bonanza offer Every Month change



Terms & Condition

 All Income Are Include In 3X

 Our I,D in 3x Position         

 Then Retopup The I,D 

 Minimum withdrawal 10$

 Withdrawal Evening Month 1st Date Credit Your Account
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Contact.  Forextradecapital2022@gmail.com

Wesite:-www.forextradecapital.com


